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A Modified Pilot-Aided Multi-Peak Search Frame
Synchronization Algorithm for DVB-S2
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Abstract— This work presents a modified version of an existing
frame synchronization algorithm for DVB-S2 based satellite
systems. The previous method uses pilot and header symbols
to compute a decision metric, which is then fed to a peak search
algorithm. The proposed method implements a more flexible
decision metric and a peak search algorithm that allows for semi-
analytical computations. This method is investigated through
extensive computer simulations, which show that it is able to
perform frame synchronization even at low signal-to-noise ratios
and large carrier frequency offsets. Also, novel simulation results
show a new perspective over the multi-peak search method.
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rithm, satellite communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

The DVB-S2 [1] standard adopts a framing structure com-
posed of a header, the data fields and pilot symbols. The
process of recovering the boundaries of the transmitted frames
is called frame synchronization, which can be divided into two
sub-processes: frame acquisition and frame tracking. These
refer to, respectively, the process of identifying where the Start
of Frame (SOF) is and the process where the receiver must
be able to lock synchronization after the initial acquisition
is complete. This initial acquisition step must be performed
even with channel impairments such as frequency and phase
offsets, since the impairment correction algorithms rely on the
frame pilot structure, which is at a first moment not available.
Usually, the modeling of the frame acquisition process and
its analysis are considered separately from the frame tracking
problem.

Many frame acquisition solutions have been published and
most of them present a two-step algorithm, in which firstly
a decision metric is computed and secondly the metrics are
fed to a search algorithm that estimates the SOF position.
In this sense, the work at [2] provides a procedure for ML
estimation for a generic pilot-symbol-assisted transmission.
Later at [3], modifications of this procedure resulted in a few
detection metrics with various degrees of robustness regarding
frequency offset. The work at [4] specialized the work of [3]
to the DVB-S2X framing structure. However, the proposed
search algorithm at [4] relies on the decoding of the Physical
Layer Signaling Code (PLSC), which is not done reliably
under the influence of unknown frequency offset. Some lower-
complexity alternatives to the Choi-Lee Detectors (CLD) with
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satisfactory performance are represented by Post Detection
Integration (PDI) detectors [5], [6], [7], [8].

When considering search algorithms, many options are
available, such as threshold detection and argmax detection
[2]. The greatest disadvantage of threshold detectors is that
the optimum threshold setting that balances false and true
acquisition probabilities is very sensitive to the operating
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). On the other hand, the argmax
proposed at [2] always selects a SOF after a fixed time, which
results in a lock attempt even in the absence of a modulated
signal. In this context, the multi-peak search [9] stands out as
a trade-off between detector complexity and robustness. This
method allows the detection of frames with unknown size at
high frequency offset. The method at [9] was enhanced into
the pilot-aided multi-peak search algorithm at [10].

The objective of this work is to present a complete descrip-
tion of a modified version of the frame acquisition method
at [10]. In this sense, the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve is obtained for a good range of relevant pa-
rameters. Also, by making some clever choices, the proposed
algorithm allows a simple, yet well defined, semi-analytical
framework to be used to derive meaningful insights on the
technique. It is shown that if a complete analysis is not made
wrong conclusions may arise from partial results.

This work is divided as follows: Section II presents an
introduction to the the frame synchronization modeling and
to the original and modified multi-peak search algorithms.
Section III contains a performance analysis of the proposed
algorithm based on simulation results. Finally, Section IV
presents the conclusions.

II. FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION

A. Reception Modeling

The adopted complex baseband received signal model cor-
rupted by noise and with channel induced frequency offset is
given by [11]

rk = ske
j(2πk∆f+φ0) + nk, (1)

where rk represents the k-th sample at the matched filter
output and sk represents the k-th transmitted complex symbol.
The term φ0 is the phase offset, and the term ∆f = f0Ts is the
normalized frequency offset, where Ts is the symbol time and
f0 is the frequency offset. The additive noise is represented
by nk, a sample from a zero-mean complex white Gaussian
noise distribution with a variance of N0/2 per dimension.

This signal model is used in [3] to derive several decision
metrics that are in several degrees less sensitive to frequency
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Fig. 1. DVB-S2 frame structure.

offset errors. Given a candidate symbol index µ for the start
of frame and a set K = {s0, . . . , sL−1} of known symbols,
the metric L3 in [3] given by

L3(µ) =

∣∣∣∣∣
L−2∑
k=0

rµ+kr
∗
µ+k+1(sks

∗
k+1)∗

∣∣∣∣∣, (2)

(·)∗ denoting complex conjugation. The expression in Eq.
(2) is also referred to as differential correlation. This metric
is shown not to be susceptible to frequency offset errors
[3]. Therefore, we define the received symbol differential at
position k as

rkr
∗
k+1 (3)

and the known symbol differential at position k as

sks
∗
k+1. (4)

B. Modified Pilot-Aided Multi-Peak Search

Figure 1 presents the DVB-S2 frame structure. The header
is composed of a fixed 26-symbol field called Start of Frame
(SOF) and a 64-symbol field called Physical Layer Signaling
Code (PLSC), which are modulated using π/2-BPSK. All the
symbols in the data and pilot field are scrambled by a pseudo-
random sequence [1]. When pilot transmission is enabled, pilot
blocks (PBs) containing 36 pilot symbols are distributed every
1440 data symbols. The synchronization process can be carried
with or without the presence of PBs, as will be presented latter.

The authors of [10] have proposed a two-step frame syn-
chronization algorithm. The first step consists of computing
a decision metric for each possible position µ for the start
of frame. Then, a search algorithm detects, based on the
buffered metrics, a possible sample position for candidate
as the start of frame. In this work, our approach differs
from the one in [10] in two aspects. Firstly, the decision
metric adopted considers also that pilot-less frames may be
transmitted. Secondly, the peak search algorithm is modified
by dividing it into acquisition rounds that are statistically
independent and by increasing the number of attempts for
some frame size configurations.

1) Decision Metric: The adopted decision metric Λ(µ) is
defined as

Λ(µ) = max(|ΛSOF (µ) + ΛPLSC(µ) + ΛPIL(µ)|,
|ΛSOF (µ)− ΛPLSC(µ) + ΛPIL(µ)|), (5)

where ΛSOF (µ), ΛPLSC(µ) and ΛPIL(µ) are defined as in

ΛSOF (µ) =

24∑
i=0

rµ+ir
∗
µ+i+1C

i
SOF

∗

ΛPLSC(µ) =

44∑
i=13

rµ+2ir
∗
µ+2i+1C

i
PLSC

∗

ΛPIL(µ) =

Npil∑
k=1

34∑
i=0

rf(µ,i,k)r
∗
f(µ,i,k)+1C

i,k
PIL

∗
, (6)

with
f(µ, i, k) = 54 + µ+ i+ 1476k. (7)

On Eq. (6), f(µ, i, k) gives the received symbol index
corresponding to a pilot symbol at position i of the k-th pilot
block of a frame starting at µ. The terms CiSOF and CiPLSC
represent, respectively, the known SOF and PLSC pilot sym-
bols differentials, and Ci,kPIL represents the i-th known symbol
differential from the k-th pilot block.

Since the pilot symbols are scrambled, the known differen-
tials must take into account the symbol scrambling sequence.
Even though the PLSC is unknown, it contains identical or
negated bit repetition, depending on the pilot signaling bit [1].
Therefore, the PLSC differentials are known at even indexes,
as seen in Eq. (6), and they can assume two sets of values,
depending on the pilot signaling bit [4].

The approach at [10] considers only the transmission with
pilots, and only this case is considered on their proposed
decision metric. The present work considers also that frame
formats without pilot symbols can be transmitted, so that the
maximum of the two possibilities must be taken [9], [4]. The
term ΛPIL can be set to zero when it is known that no pilots
are present on the transmission and when a simplified version
of the algorithm that only uses the header information is to be
used, as in [9].

2) Modified Peak Search Algorithm: On the frame acquisi-
tion stage, the metric values are stored on a buffer with a size
of two times the size of the largest possible frame, as shown
on Figure 2. Then, for each possible frame size configuration,
the buffer is divided into windows, on which the position of
the largest metric values are stored, represented as arrows on
Figure 2. The number of values stored for each window is the
number of peaks analyzed [9]. If at two consecutive windows
the pairwise distance between two values stored match the
frame size, synchronization on that frame configuration is
declared. If the whole buffer is tested without any locks, the
whole process is reset and a new acquisition round is started.
Since the buffer size is always larger than any possible frame
and the buffer is reset on each round, consecutive acquisition
rounds are statistically independent. The number of symbols
consumed on each round is two times the number of symbols
on the biggest frame size considered, and the amount of frames
consumed on each round depends on the transmitted frame
configuration.

III. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS

This work lays emphasis on the simulation analysis of the
largest frame size configuration for the DVB-S2 standard:
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Fig. 2. Modified multi-peak detection scheme.

pilot-aided QPSK-modulated normal frame with a total of
33282 symbols including pilot and header symbols. This
choice is justified by three main arguments. Firstly, the first
acquisition attempt for this frame size configuration is the
one preceded by the greatest amount of other synchronization
attempts, as can be seen on Figure II. Therefore, this frame
configuration is the most susceptible to false acquisitions on
smaller frame size configurations. Secondly, the π/2-BPSK
header and the PBs are more correlated to the QPSK data field
than the other possible constellations for data transmission,
since they contain exactly the same constellation points as
the QPSK data field. Thirdly, when acquisition time is of
concern, the largest frame size configuration yields the largest
acquisition time.

Next, the acquisition process is modeled using a Markov
chain and later simulation results are considered.

A. Markov Chain Modeling of the Acquisition Stage

The fact that the acquisition rounds are independent allows
the acquisition process to be modeled by a Markov chain,
as depicted on Figure 3. This chain is composed of three
states: a waiting state W and two other absorbing states,
namely acquisition A and false detection F states. With a
Probability of Missed Acquisition (PMA) pM the machine
misses frame acquisition and at the end of the round remains at
state W . With Probability of True Acquisition (PTA) pTA the
first attempt to declare synchronization occurs at the correct
frame size configuration and at the correct SOF position.
With Probability of False Acquisition (PFA) pFA the first
attempt to declare synchronization occurs at the false frame
size configuration or at the wrong SOF position, but at the
correct frame size.

Since it is assumed that the largest frame size configuration
is being transmitted, the transitions W → W and W → A
occur at the end of the round after an elapsed time corre-
sponding to two transmitted frames. The exact moment of a
false acquisition can vary and the W → F transition time
is unknown. However, in order to obtain rough estimates for
the acquisition time and to consider the worse penalty for
false frame acquisition, it will be considered that the transition
W → F occurs at the end of the round.

Further, we define P is , s ∈ {A,F}, as the probability of
being absorbed at s given that the machine started at a state
i ∈ {A,F,W}. The analytical expressions of PWA and PWF

A F

W

pFApTA

1 1

pM

Fig. 3. Markov chain model for the frame acquisition stage.

TABLE I
SIMULATION CAMPAIGN CONFIGURATION

Modulation Frame Size Pilot Total Size Es/N0 ∆f

Campaign 1 QPSK Normal Enabled 33282 symbols −2.3 dB 0.2
Campaign 2 QPSK Normal Enabled 33282 symbols 0 dB 0.2

are found to be

PWA =
pTA

1− pM
(8)

PWF =
pFA

1− pM
, (9)

where we note that, as expected, PWA + PWF = 1. We refer
to PWA as the Acquisition Probability. The Probability of True
Acquisition in N or less rounds, here denoted by PA(N), is

PA(N) =

N∑
n=1

(pM )n−1 · pTA. (10)

Letting N → ∞ on Eq. (10) provides the same result as
obtained at Eq. (8), as expected.

The false detection state F can also be modeled as a non-
absorbing state with a penalty number of rounds of Np, after
which the false detection is detected by the frame tracking
algorithm. Defining NA as the average number of rounds to
reach A given that the machine started at W , it can be shown
that

NA =
1 + pFANp

pTA
. (11)

This expression confirms that as pTA → 0, NA →∞ and that
the greater Np or pFA are, the greater NA is.

B. Simulation Results

In order to assess the performance of the proposed method,
two campaigns were setup on a custom-made Python simulator
as shown in Table I. However, the obtained results were not
compared to previous results at [9], [10], since the authors
don’t completely define their algorithm testing conditions.
Also, such previous results were not replicated in this work
since this would require to use more well defined testing condi-
tions and other assumptions about the algorithms, which could
be characterized as a modification of the original methods.
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Fig. 4. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for Campaign 1 at
Es/N0 = −2.35 dB.
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Fig. 5. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for Campaign 2 at
Es/N0 = 0 dB.

All 12 possible frame sizes configurations were considered
on the search algorithm for QPSK, 8PSK and 16APSK mod-
ulations.

Figures 4 and 5 show the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves for Campaign 1 and 2 respectively, for multiple
options for the number of PBs used on the decision metric. It
can be seen that the points corresponding to a fixed number
of PBs are approximately vertically aligned, meaning that
increasing the number of PBs increases the probability of
true acquisition without greater changes on the probability of
false acquisition. Also, increasing the number of peaks always
caused an increase on the PFA, since the greater the number of
peaks the greater is the amount of tests performed on smaller
window sizes.

On Figure 5 it can also be seen that the increase of the
number of peaks causes a dramatic decrease on the PTA when
2 or 3 PBs are used. This is because in this scenario the
PTA and PFA sum to almost one, leaving almost no chance
for any missed detection. Then, increasing the number of
synchronization attempts by increasing the number of peaks
actually induces an increase in PFA, which causes the PTA to
drop. When considering the scenario at Figure 4, even though
the PFA always increase when increasing the number of peaks,
the PMA is not close to zero, and increasing the number of
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Fig. 6. Acquisition probabilities for Campaign 1 at Es/N0 = −2.35 dB.
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Fig. 7. Mean number of acquisition attempts NA for Campaign 1 at
Es/N0 = −2.35 dB.

peaks may actually result in converting a missed acquisition
in a true acquisition.

The expression on Eq. (8) was used to compute the acquisi-
tion probabilities for Campaign 1, which are shown in Figure
6. It can be seen that considering the impact of pM and pFA
the absorption acquisition probabilities decrease as the number
of peaks increase, even though Figure 4 shows an increase in
PTA for some cases. In order to visualize the impact of pM and
pTA on the average number of rounds to acquisition, Eq. (11)
was used. Figure 7 shows the normalized average number of
rounds, where normalization was done separately for each PB
configuration. From this figure it can be seen that the average
time for acquisition increases or decreases when increasing
the number of peaks depending on the algorithm parameters.
Therefore there is no rule of thumb when choosing how many
peaks should be considered on the search. Simulations or
experimental results on the receiver must be made for each
configuration.

Table II summarize the best observed performance for both
campaigns. It can be seen that at a time of 3 rounds, a total
of 6 frames, the probability of true acquisition approaches the
final acquisition probability.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work presented a pilot-aided frame synchronization al-
gorithm for the DVB-S2X standard. The proposed method dif-
fers significantly from the methods on [9], [10] on the search
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TABLE II
NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

Campaign Peaks Pilot Blocks
Considered

PFA
(%)

PTA
(%)

PTA in 3
or Less Rounds

(%)

Acquisition Probability
(%)

1 1 3 1.46 85.96 98.13 98.32
2 1 3 1.31 98.67 98.68 98.68

algorithm and differs slightly on the decision metric. The
performance analysis at [9] considered only the probability of
true acquisition in order to evaluate the performance impact
of increasing the number of peaks. However, a more complete
analysis using the proposed semi-analytical modeling shows
that the true acquisition probability alone is not good enough
metric do evaluate the expected acquisition time. The obtained
results show that an undesired increase in acquisition time may
occur when increasing the number of peaks.

The proposed method presents good performance even for
a low signal-to-noise ratio of −2.35 dB and a normalized
frequency offset of 20%, where synchronization was declared
with a 98% probability within 6 frames using 3 pilot blocks
and one peak on the search algorithm.
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